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program to take the downloaded file. The
downloaded software and all the files are directly
operated by the user.Pecora Trial Resumes in NY

Federal prosecutors made a last-ditch effort
Tuesday to win a conviction in the Bernard Madoff

fraud case, calling the former chairman of the
Nasdaq stock exchange to the stand as a witness.
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George Perez, who was with Madoff when he met
with regulators in 1992 to discuss his dealings

with an investment partnership he had set up with
his mother, was called to the stand late Tuesday

afternoon. Perez identified Madoff as the man who
“voluntarily and continually denied” his

involvement in the Madoff investment partnership
until shortly before he was arrested in December
2008, claiming he had been duped. Madoff was
found guilty last year of securities fraud, but his
sentence was suspended after a federal judge

ruled he suffers from a serious mental illness that
prevents him from serving any more prison time.
Those who attended Pecora’s testimony said it
was different than in the Manhattan courtroom

where the defendant sat in a straight-backed chair
dressed in a dark suit and displayed little emotion.
“He does not look well, and he is not well. His skin

is sallow. He is not happy to see us,” said Paul
Ginsburg, a lawyer who watched a small group of

friends and family members who had stood
together in the courtroom for the past three

months. Madoff lawyers claim their client suffers
from a mental illness that prevents him from

comprehending the charges against him.
Prosecutors, however, have accused him of
manipulating clients and would-be investors
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throughout his career. A verdict in the trial, which
has brought some of Wall Street’s top names to
testify in the courtroom, is expected Monday.

Perez’s testimony spanned
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